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CARVING A LEGACY FOR THE SENATOR TREE

County Art Project Turns Charred
Remains Into Cherished Pieces of History
by Karen LeBlanc

As a boy, Mark W. Rice often visited The Senator tree in Seminole County’s Big Tree Park on school field trips and family
picnics. The 3,500-year-old bald cypress tree fascinated the young boy who would grow up to be a nationally recognized
chainsaw artist, carving sculptures from tree trunks that end up in collections, public parks and museums. For countless
generations growing up in Seminole County, The Senator Tree, one of the world’s oldest and biggest bald cypress trees,
is part of local lore, an emblem of civic pride and source of many fond memories.

O

n January 16th, 2012, the
beloved ancient tree went
up in flames, accidentally
set on fire by a drug addict,
and the region collectively

mourned the tragic demise of what was
known as the oldest living thing in the
Southern United States. “The Senator Tree
was a piece of Florida and you could count
on that tree being there; it was the one
constant. I was very upset when I first
found out it burned down,” says Mark, who
grew up in Oviedo.
Seminole County officials grappled with
the dilemma of what to do with the 118foot-tall, 18-foot-wide tree’s charred remains,
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cultural benefit,” explains Bennett Lloyd,
coordinator, Museum of Seminole County
History. The Senator tree art exhibit, on
view since 2015, is housed in its own wing
and includes six 10-foot art panels depicting the circumference of the tree that visitors can step inside. “The Senator is as old
as Stonehenge, so we have a comparative
timeline chronicling the historical events
that happened during the tree’s lifetime.”
Plans for a new traveling exhibit of The
Senator tree art is in the works. “In a climate-controlled mobile trailer, we can
bring different art pieces to venues and

showcase this artwork with a mobile platform that includes smart tablets and different stations,” Bennett explains. The
mobile exhibit can be customized for different ages and audiences such as school
groups or art festivals. “We just finished
creating a fifth grade curriculum tied to
The Senator’s story focused on environmental history and science,” he adds.
The museum is also exploring the
option of licensing The Senator tree art to
other museums for display. “Any other
use, we would’ve lost the memory of The
Senator. I think this is the best way we
can preserve the tree for generations and
communicate a message of preservation,”
Bennett notes.
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Artist Jeff Matter used his remains of
The Senator to create wood turnings on a
lathe that produces bowls, vases, decorative pieces and kinetic sculptures. The
work is meticulous and involves a process
of gluing together small pieces of wood,
layer by layer, and then turning it on the
lathe to create perfect square holes
between the layers. Jeff found working
with the salvaged wood challenging
because of its condition. “The wood is

able pieces from The Senator wood, such

from people all over the country who want

called pecky cypress; some people call it
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out of large branches. “I want people to

someone touching one of the big panels of
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Avenue C in Geneva, has pieces on display
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15 local woodworking artists, gave Semi-

that the public can view and purchase by
appointment only.
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For more information on The Senator
Tree art check out the following sites:
seminolecountyfl.gov/museum;
Facebook.com/matterofwoodwork;
chainsawdesigns.com;
olegeneralstore.com
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